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What is behind corona-schadensätzeklage.de? 

Behind this is the possibility of asserting claims for damages that have arisen for an entrepreneur / 

self-employed person because of the lockdown in the form of lost profit, either in Germany or - if 

the courts here prove to be not politically independent - in the form of a legal class action (class 

action) in the USA. All companies affected by the Corona measures in Germany could join such a 

class action.  

What is the reason for this lawsuit?  

The Berlin Corona Committee (www.corona-ausschuss.de) has established in the context of more 

than 6 weeks of surveys of medical and other scientists and experts that the one brought into play 

by Prof. Drosten and on the recommendation of WHO, as the first PCR test marketed worldwide 

(also in the USA), cannot make a statement as to whether a person who tested positive is really 

infected with COVID-19 and is contagious. It is also not approved for this, in short: it is a corona test 

completely unsuitable Nonetheless, every person who tests “positive” is sold to us as an infected 

“corona case”. And yet the tests are the only basis for the political measures that undermine 

fundamental rights. 

As a company in Germany, what use is a lawsuit in the USA? 

Anyone who is affected by the measures worldwide and has therefore suffered sales damage can 

join such a class action in the USA as soon as it is approved by a court on application. If the court 

allows the lawsuit and is successful, then plaintiffs based outside the USA who have joined the 

lawsuit are also entitled to have their damage compensated. At the same time, a large amount of 

damage claims will put the political pressure on in advance increases the long overdue, deliberately 

prevented scientific discussion publicly, and to end all measures immediately.  

How can I participate?  

At www.corona-schadens Ersatzklage.de, you can register as an affected company for the 

enforcement of claims for damages. With the lump sum of 800 euros plus VAT, all costs are covered 

and only in the event of success is a performance fee of 10 percent of the amount won. . 
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